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 Fill in the blanks  
 
Fill in the blanks with words from the list. 

Albert Jackson was a letter _______________ in Toronto. He is thought to 

be the _______________ Black letter carrier in Canada. 

 
Jackson was not a _______________ carrier at first. 
 
In _______________, Jackson got a _______________ as a letter carrier. 
 
But Jackson’s _______________ would not train him. He was given a 

_______________ job as a hall _______________. 

 
The Black _______________ in Toronto pushed the _______________ to 

help. 

 
Jackson _______________ a letter carrier. 
 
Jackson was a letter carrier for _______________ years in Harbord Village, 

Toronto. 

 

government became porter 1882 

job community first co-workers 

letter 36 carrier lower 
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 Vocabulary 
 
Find the meaning that matches the word.  
Write the letter for the meaning on the line. 
 

_________ 
1. letter carrier a. the people who make and enforce laws 

in a country or area. 

_________ 
2. co-worker b. a person who takes care of a building 

and helps visitors or residents 

_________ 
3. hall porter c. a group of people who live near each 

other and have similar interests and 
experiences. 

_________ 
4. community d. a person who brings letters and 

packages to houses and businesses. 

_________ 
5. government e. a person you work with at the same 

job. 

 Write about it  
 
Write about a time you were treated unfairly. What did you do and how 
did you feel? 
 
______________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________ 
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Answers 

Fill in the blanks 
 
Albert Jackson was a letter carrier in Toronto. He is thought to be the first Black letter carrier in 
Canada. 
Jackson was not a letter carrier at first. 
In 1882, Jackson got a job as a letter carrier. 
But Jackson’s co-workers would not train him. He was given a lower job as a hall porter. 
The Black community in Toronto pushed the government to help. 
Jackson became a letter carrier. 
Jackson was a letter carrier for 36 years in Harbord Village, Toronto. 

 
Vocabulary 
 
1. d  2. e  3. b  4. c  5. a 

 


